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Abstract

In this paper, a formal semantic account of the simple past tense in text is offered. The contributions to the interpretation of text made by the text's syntactic structure, semantic content, aspectual classification, world knowledge of the causal relations between events, and Gricean pragmatic maxims are all represented within a single logical framework. This feature of the theory gives rise to solutions to several puzzles concerning the relation between the descriptive order of events in text and their temporal relations in interpretation.

1. The problem

If John hits Max, causing Max to turn round (to face John), then text (1) reflects this while (2) distorts it:

(1) John hit Max. Max turned round.

At least, (2) distorts it in the “null” context in which I’ve represented it. So the order in which such clauses appear is crucial. It gives rise to an ordering question: given a particular order in which events are described, what are the constraints in interpretation on their temporal and causal relations in the world?

The above seems to show that the ordering constraints are satisfied if the textual order of simple past tensed clauses reflects the temporal order of the events they describe. But this constraint isn’t necessary. The second event described in (3) doesn’t follow the first event, and in (4) the second event precedes the first.1

(3) The council built the bridge. The architect drew up the plans.
Furthermore, the event and state described in text (5) temporally overlap, whereas in (6) they do not.

(5) Max opened the door. The room was pitch dark.
(6) Max switched off the light. The room was pitch dark.

Our aim is to explain this: what forms the basis of the different interpretations of (5) and (6), and why can't the events of hitting and turning round be described in the reverse to their causal order using just the simple past tense, while falling and pushing can?

Existing formal treatments of tense, such as Kamp and Rohrer (1983), Partee (1984), Hinrichs (1986), and Dowty (1986) don't account for the backward movement of time in (3) and (4), since their theories are concerned only with narrative texts such as (1), (2), (5), and (6). Webber (1988) can account for the backward movement of time in (3), but her theory is unable to predict that mismatching the descriptive order of events and their temporal order is allowed in some cases (such as [3] and [4]), but not in others (such as [2]). Our aim is to extend the coverage of these existing formal treatments, so that an account of the distinct interpretations of (2) and (4) is provided in a declarative framework. In particular, I will extend the discourse representation theory (DRT) account of tense by deploying a strategy proposed in Partee (1984).

The basis for distinguishing (2) and (4) will involve encoding causal knowledge about the relation that typically holds between the events described. In this respect, my approach refines that outlined by Hobbs (1979, 1985) and Dahlgren (1988). Hobbs encodes causal knowledge in a declarative framework and this guides discourse interpretation. Dahlgren characterizes the causal knowledge in terms of an episodic knowledge representation scheme. One difference from Hobbs is that in addition to causal knowledge, we place emphasis on temporal information conveyed by the textual order of events. And one difference from Dahlgren is that we place more emphasis on the need to declaratively specify the relations between the representations. The main difference from both approaches, in fact, lies in the utilization of the underlying relation of logical consequence, which yields the interactions required among the various knowledge resources.

In Hobbs's and Dahlgren's theories as they stand, it is not completely clear that the requisite notion of logical consequence could be defined, since there are no obvious relations between defeasible laws that ought to interact in certain specific ways. Consequently, conflicts that arise among the knowledge sources their theories recruit are not resolved in a systematic way. For example, Hobbs (1979) uses causal knowledge to
choose the antecedent to the pronoun in text (7). That knowledge is still relevant for (8), but further conflicting knowledge is assumed to override it. There's no explanation of how it overrides it.²

(7) John can open Bill's safe. He knows the combination.
(8) John can open Bill's safe. He must change the combination.

Dahlgren (1988) represents linguistic knowledge concerning the relation between textual order and temporal order. This knowledge explains the difference between (1) and (2); but in the analysis of (4), it is overridden by conflicting causal knowledge. Again, the resolution of conflict lacks principled justification. In both theories, the representation of knowledge is unconstrained by the need to comply with inferences supported by a notion of logical consequences. As a result, particular resolutions of conflict, like those that arise in the above examples, appear arbitrary. But I assume that resolution of conflict among knowledge sources must have logical justification. So causal knowledge and linguistic knowledge will be placed in a logical context where the implications can be precisely calculated. The representation of such knowledge is therefore constrained in that the underlying logic must enable the representations of the various knowledge sources to interact in the appropriate way.

2. Tense in discourse representation theory

The current theories on tense in text expressed in discourse representation theory (DRT) (Kamp and Rohrer 1983; Partee 1984; Hinrichs 1986) address the ordering question in the domain of narrative texts such as (1), (2), (5), and (6). It's instructive to examine their analyses.

In DRT the representation of text is called a discourse representation structure (DRS). A DRS is a pair of sets, where the first set constitutes the discourse entities that are introduced by the discourse, and the second set constitutes conditions on those discourse entities.³ The DRS representing the entire discourse is built by DRS construction rules, and only after this is achieved does any semantic interpretation occur. The DRS construction rules process the sentences of text one at a time, taking into account the syntactic structure of the sentence currently being processed to extend the representation of text built up so far.

The temporal relations between the eventualities⁴ are encoded in the DRS by the DRS construction rules. This is achieved with essentially two innovations. First, tense is characterized anaphorically as a tripartite relation between speech time, eventuality time, and reference time.
reference time is the anaphor (see Reichenbach 1947). It is evaluated with respect to context, in that the rules for constructing DRSs relate the reference time of the clause being processed to the reference times for previous clauses. The second innovation is to make DRS construction sensitive to the aspectual classification of the clauses concerned. These properties enable one to capture the apparent forward movement of time in texts (1) and (2), and the difference between (1) and (5).

More specifically, the rules in Partee (1984) adhere to the following. Simply put, event clauses move the reference time forward; stative clauses leave the reference time where it is:

a. If the clause $\alpha_n$ is in the simple past, then the current reference time $r_n$ precedes the speech time now.

b. If $\alpha_n$ is an event clause, then its eventuality time $e_n$ is contained in the current reference time $r_n$, and the clause updates the reference time to $r_{n+1}$, where $r_n < r_{n+1}$, in preparation for analyzing the next clause of the text, should there be one.

c. If $\alpha_n$ is a stative clause, then the eventuality time $e_n$ contains the current reference time $r_n$. The reference time is not updated.

The DRS construction rules in Kamp and Rohrer (1983) and Hinrichs (1986) are similar. The comments made here about Partee's analysis also apply to Kamp and Rohrer's and Hinrichs's theories of tense.

In simplified form, the DRSs for (2), (5), and (6) are given below; I have ignored the discourse entities referred to by NPs and nominal anaphora resolution, since these are not our concerns here.


(2') $[e_1, e_2, r_1, r_2, \text{now}][\text{turnaround}(\text{max}, e_1), e_1 \subseteq r_1, r_1 < \text{now}, r_1 < r_2, \text{hit}(\text{john}, \text{max}, e_2), e_2 \subseteq r_2, r_2 < \text{now}]

(5) Max opened the door. The room was pitch dark.

(5') $[e_1, e_2, r_1, \text{now}][\text{open}(\text{max}, \text{door}, e_1), e_1 \subseteq r_1, r_1 < \text{now}, r_1 < r_2, \text{dark}(\text{room}, e_2), r_2 \subseteq e_2, r_2 < \text{now}]

(6) Max switched off the light. The room was pitch dark.

(6') $[e_1, e_2, r_1, \text{now}][\text{switchoff}(\text{max}, \text{light}, e_1), e_1 \subseteq r_1, r_1 < \text{now}, r_1 < r_2, \text{dark}(\text{room}, e_2), r_2 \subseteq e_2, r_2 < \text{now}]

(2') entails that the turning round precedes the hitting as required. But although the preferred readings of (5) and (6) are compatible with the truth conditions of (5') and (6'), no explanation is offered of why (5)'s preferred reading is distinct from (6)'s. Nor do the above DRS construction rules apply to nonnarrative texts like (4). The aim of this paper is to extend the DRT account to a more general theory of temporal structure, thereby solving the above puzzles concerning texts (1) to (6).
2.1. Extending the account

Since the DRS is built by construction rules that take into account only syntactic structure, all significant temporal relations must be read off the syntax by these construction rules. It is for this reason that DRT adopts a syntactic-based approach to aspectual classification. That is, whether a clause describes an event or state is determined solely by syntactic considerations. Dowty (1986) argues against this view. Partee (1984: 281) acknowledges that Dowty's criticisms pose "serious problems" for the analysis. We consider here how the ordering question poses problems for the syntactic approach to DRS construction. Can extending the theory to deal with texts like (4) preserve the relation between logical form and syntax that currently holds in DRT?

We have already seen that (5) and (6) have distinct preferred interpretations in spite of the similar syntax of the sentences. Partee preserves a close relation between logical form and syntax in this case by keeping the temporal relations in the logical forms of (5) and (6) "vague"; the temporal relations in the DRS don't preclude overlap or precedence. Presumably, in order to distinguish (5) and (6) one would have to calculate which of the several temporal relations that are compatible with those described in logical form is the preferred one given the context, ideally without sacrificing formality at this stage. Intuitively, the meanings of entering a room, switching off the light, and darkness would be used to calculate the preferred readings. Very roughly, world knowledge dictates that, in the absence of information to the contrary, that the switching off the light caused the darkness is the most plausible relation between the eventualities mentioned in (6). This knowledge is lacking for the events in (5).

A similar strategy could conceivably be used for extending the theory to cover texts like (4). Namely, revise the logical form of text (2) so that the temporal relation is vague, and compatible with the preferred readings of (2) and (4). Then a syntactic-based approach to DRS construction as currently deployed in DRT can be used to build the logical forms of (2) and (4). A formal account of how world knowledge and the context affect which temporal relation holds in the preferred reading would then have to be provided, presumably along similar lines to an account of the distinct readings of (5) and (6).

It's worth examining this strategy for representing texts (2) and (4) since this approach is already used in DRT to avoid problems with (5) and (6). Keeping as close as possible to the current logical form Partee provides for (2), its revised logical form would be (2'), or some logically equivalent formula.5
This is because the first $r_1 < r_2$ corresponds to the preferred reading of (2), and the second disjunct $r_2 < r_1$ corresponds to the preferred reading of (4), which has similar sentential syntax to (2).

Achieving (2') as the logical form of (2) would mean revising the way reference times get updated in the DRS construction rules: (b) must be replaced by (b').

(b') If $\alpha_n$ is an event clause, then its eventuality time $e_n$ is contained in the current reference time $r_n$, and the clause updates the reference time to $r_{n+1}$, where $r_n < r_{n+1} < r_n$, in preparation for analyzing the next clause of the text, should there be one.

But by using (b'), the logical form of (1) is logically equivalent to (2').

(1) John hit Max. Max turned round.

One would now have to provide an account of why (1) and (2) have distinct natural interpretations in spite of having the same logical forms. Presumably, textual order is a crucial piece of information that must play a role in distinguishing (1) and (2), for textual order is the only difference between them. But the textual order is lost in the new representation of (1) and (2), since the order of construction is lost in (2'). Note that textual order is not lost in Partee's original analysis of (2), because the temporal progression of reference times reflected textual order. Because we are attempting to provide a representation of (3) and (4), however, while preserving the relationship between logical form and syntax, the temporal progression among reference times no longer reflects textual order. And it is unclear how one could represent rules about how a text's preferred reading is affected by textual order, if the textual order is not retrievable from the text's representation.

The above discussion indicates that simple changes to Partee's DRS construction rules will not yield the whole story concerning the interpretation of the above texts. Assigning "vague" temporal relations in the analysis of (5) and (6) may avoid problems, but this strategy cannot be applied unproblematically to provide an analysis of both (2) and (4). This in a sense isn't surprising, since there is intuitively a fundamental difference between (2) and (4): unless context indicates otherwise (2) is narrative and (4) is not.

Partee (1984: 260) observes the problems imposed by text like (4) for her analysis, and although she doesn't provide a solution, she suggests a...
strategy for solving it. She proposes that the way forward is to introduce a **higher-order parameter** of discourse structure; a parameter that can have different values for different subparts of the discourse. She suggests that the value of this parameter determines the ordering of reference times and is in turn influenced by an elaborate theory of the interaction among semantic content, context, inference, implicature, and causal knowledge. The DRS construction rules will in the initial stage impose a **free relation** between the reference times because no value will be assigned to the parameter at this stage. The setting of specific values of the parameters will yield specific temporal relations and will be the result of subsequent stages in processing, which will involve integrating the information in the DRS so far with background knowledge and contextual information (Partee 1984: 283).

This extension that Partee suggests involves a radical change to the way DRSs are constructed. No longer does semantic interpretation occur only when the DRS for the whole text is constructed. Rather, assessing the values of the parameters would have to be influenced by the semantic interpretation of the DRS built so far, and this information would have to interact in certain specific ways with background knowledge. The change to the way DRSs are constructed forms a large part of the theory outlined here, and so in a sense we aim to explore in detail Partee’s suggestion that the way DRSs are constructed should be affected by semantic content and background knowledge, as well as syntax.6

The general approach I adopt will be the following: the logical form of the text is built up through the processing of the successive clauses. The problem of constructing the logical form of text thus becomes a problem of updating the logical form of the text processed so far with the clause currently being processed. Suppose $\Delta$ is the logical form of the first $n$ clauses of the text, and $\beta$ is the DRS representing the semantic content of the $(n+1)$th clause. Then we must provide rules that, given $\Delta$ and $\beta$, produce a new DRS representing the $(n+1)$-clause text. The updated DRS will be the value of a partial function $\langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle$, which informally should be thought of as updating $\Delta$ with $\beta$ via a relation between the eventualities described by $\beta$ and $\alpha$, where $\alpha$ is a DRS that’s already part of $\Delta$.

To understand the import of defining the update function, I now present the syntax and semantics of the DRT language I use.

**The language.** The language consists of first-order expressions, together with discourse entities sorted into terms denoting individuals, times, and eventualities. The language is defined inductively in the usual way:

- All first-order well-formed formulae (WFF) are WFF.
- If $x_1, \ldots, x_n$ are discourse entities and $\phi$ is an $n$-plane predicate, then
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\( \phi(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) is an (atomic) condition on \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \). If \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) are eventuality or time discourse entities, then \( x_1 < x_2 \) is an atomic condition on \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \).

- If \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) are discourse entities and \( \text{Con}(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) are conditions on \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \), then \( [x_1, \ldots, x_n][\text{Con}(x_1, \ldots, x_n)] \) is a WFF. These WFFs are called DRSs.
- If \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) are DRSs, then \( K_1 \rightarrow K_2, K_1 \land K_2, \) and \( \neg K_1 \) are DRSs.
- If \( \alpha \) is a DRS then \( me(\alpha) \) is a term (referring to an eventuality).
- If \( \Delta, \alpha, \) and \( \beta \) are DRSs, then \( \langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle \) is a partial function whose value is a DRS.

**The truth definitions.** The interpretations of the well-formed expressions of the language are defined with respect to a first-order valuation \( \nu \) and an embedding function \( f \) that provides suitable assignments to the discourse entities. We use \( [\phi]_{\langle \nu, f \rangle} \) to be the interpretation of the well-formed expression \( \phi \) with respect to the valuation \( \nu \) and embedding function \( f \). And we use \( \models_f \phi \) to mean that the WFF \( \phi \) is true with respect to the valuation \( \nu \) and embedding function \( f \).

(a) Where \( \beta \) is a first-order expression, \( [\beta]_{\langle \nu, f \rangle} \) is defined in the usual first-order way.

(b) Where \( \beta \) is an atomic condition \( \phi(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) on discourse entities \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \), \( \nu \models_f \phi(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) iff \( \langle f(x_1), \ldots, f(x_n) \rangle \in [\phi]_{\langle \nu, f \rangle} \). (Similarly for \( e_1 < e_2 \).)

(c) If \( \beta \) is a WFF of the form \([x_1, \ldots, x_n][\text{Con}(x_1, \ldots, x_n)] \), \( \nu \models_f \beta \) iff there is a proper embedding \( g \) of \( f \) such that \( \nu \models_g \text{Con}(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \). (Proper embeddings are defined in the traditional DRT way.)

(d) If \( \beta \) is a WFF of the form \( K_1 \lor K_2 \) where \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) are DRSs, \( \nu \models_f \beta \) iff there is a proper embedding \( g \) of \( f \) such that \( \nu \models_g K_1 \) or \( \nu \models_g K_2 \).

(e) If \( \beta \) is a WFF of the form \( K_1 \rightarrow K_2 \) where \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) are DRSs, \( \nu \models_f \beta \) iff there is a proper embedding \( g \) of \( f \) such that if \( \nu \models_g K_1 \) then there is a proper embedding \( h \) of \( g \) such that \( \nu \models_h K_2 \).

(f) If \( \beta \) is a WFF of the form \( K_1 \land K_2 \) where \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) are DRSs, \( \nu \models_f \beta \) iff there is a proper embedding \( g \) of \( f \) such that \( \nu \models_g K_1 \) and \( \nu \models_g K_2 \).

(h) If \( \beta \) is a WFF of the form \( \neg K_1 \) where \( K_1 \) is a DRS, \( \nu \models_f \beta \) iff there is no proper embedding \( g \) of \( f \) such that \( \nu \models_g K_1 \).

2.2. **Defining the updating function**

Let \( \Delta = [U_\Delta][\text{Con}_\Delta] \) \( \alpha = [U_\alpha][\text{Con}_\alpha] \) and \( \beta = [U_\beta][\text{Con}_\beta] \). Then \( \langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle \) is defined only if \( U_\alpha \subseteq U_\Delta \), \( \text{Con}_\alpha \subseteq \text{Con}_\Delta \), and \( \text{Con}_\beta \not\subseteq \text{Con}_\Delta \). That is, \( \alpha \) must
have already been added to the DRS for the text so far, and \( \beta \) must contain new information. So given that clauses are processed successively, the function is defined only if the clause represented by \( \alpha \) appeared in the text before that represented by \( \beta \). In this way, the update function keeps track of the textual order of the clauses. And if we reason about the value of this function directly in the logical language, then we are able to represent the effect of textual order on the temporal structure of text. This property of \( \langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle \) will play an important role in distinguishing (1) from (2).

We also assume that if \( \langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle \) is defined, then \( \langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle \) is \([U_\Delta, U_\beta][Con_\Delta, Con_\beta, r(me(\alpha), me(\beta))]\), where \( me(\alpha) \) and \( me(\beta) \) are respectively the eventualities described by \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), and \( r \) is some relation on these eventualities. In words, extending \( \Delta \) with \( \beta \) involves adding \( \beta \)'s discourse entities and conditions to those in \( \Delta \) and adding a relation between \( \beta \)'s eventuality and \( \alpha \)'s where \( \alpha \) is part of \( \Delta \) already.

The DRS construction rules must determine the value of the event relation \( r \) for various \( \Delta, \alpha, \) and \( \beta \). To this end, we provide rules in the logical language that establish how the function \( \langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle \) is calculated. These rules are influenced by the semantic content of \( \Delta, \alpha, \) and \( \beta \), unlike the traditional DRT approach for building logical form. Moreover, the rules for updating are also influenced by context and by what the reader knows about the typical relations between fall and push, say. The context sensitivity of DRS construction will be captured by the nonmonotonic nature of the underlying inference regime. I will show that through making obvious assumptions about world knowledge and language use, the representations of (2) and (4) are distinct. Essentially, the function \( \langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle \) will play the role of Partee's discourse parameter, its value determines the temporal relations, and calculating its value depends on background knowledge.

Partee (1984) shows for expository purposes how the logical form of (2) is constructed. But this construction is not part of the language or the logic. It is carried out at a metalinguistic level. Essentiallly, Partee uses parenthesized numbers in the DRS to show the order of construction steps, but these numbers aren’t part of the logical form; the information they convey is “lost” in the final representation. The extension of DRT in this paper reasons about the way the text’s representation is constructed directly in the language; we provide rules in the language about the value of \( \langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle \) for various \( \Delta, \alpha, \) and \( \beta \). So in a general sense the approach adopted here spells out in the language what Partee was showing for expository purposes alone. In doing this, it is possible to allow textual order to interact with world knowledge of causal relations in a single logical framework.
2.3. Caveats

Before I proceed any further, I should note some provisos concerning the intended coverage of this paper. First, I am concerned only with temporal structure and not discourse structure. Clearly, calculating temporal structure isn’t sufficient for calculating discourse structure. There will be many cases where a pair of sentences is provided with an analysis describing the temporal relations between the events they describe, but the text is intuitively incoherent and the current account cannot explain what is wrong with them (see Caenepeel 1991 for a discussion of such cases).

Nevertheless Lascarides and Asher (1991a) show how the account presented here of why (2) and (4) have distinct temporal structures can contribute to an account of why they have distinct discourse structures. So the theory presented here can be viewed as forming the foundations for an explanation of why (2) and (4) have distinct discourse structures.

Furthermore, the constraints on the relation between eventualities described in nonconsecutive clauses requires some notion of hierarchical discourse structure, as discussed in Polanyi (1985), Thompson and Mann (1987), and Grosz and Sidner (1986). Therefore, I also restrict my concerns to the temporal relations derived from two consecutive sentences in a text; that is, local temporal structure.

Partee (1984) also restricts coverage to local temporal structure, for her rules encode temporal relations only between the reference times of the current clause and the next clause. This is sufficient for characterizing global temporal structures of narrative text; time progressively “moves forward” as the text unfolds, and so the global temporal structure follows from the local temporal structures:

(9) Max arrived at the house. Mary ran into the driveway. She greeted him with a huge smile. They walked into the house arm in arm.

The correct global temporal structure also follows from the local temporal structures in the following nonnarrative text, since time “moves backward” from one clause to the next:

(10) Max died. John poisoned him. He put arsenic in Max’s wine.

But an account of local temporal structure will not tell one how or when discourse popping occurs, and so it isn’t sufficient for calculating global temporal structure. For example in text (11), the event in (11e) must be related to that in (11b) and not (11d), and the theory presented here isn’t sufficient to explain why.
(11) a. Guy experienced a lovely evening last night.
b. He had a fantastic meal.
c. He ate salmon.
d. He devoured lots of cheese.
e. He won a dancing competition.

Nevertheless, Lascarides and Asher (1991a) argue that calculating local temporal structure is necessary if one is to build discourse structure, which in turn is required to calculate global temporal structure. They extend the treatment of local temporal relations explored here to construct discourse structure and thereby present an explanation of why (11e) is related to (11b) rather than (11d).

A further caveat is that there is a feeling of artificiality upon reading the above texts in isolation of any real linguistic context. In my favor, however, I would argue that one of the major advantages of the account presented here is that it provides a rather precise explanation of how interpretation can be changed when context is enriched. More specifically, the framework is rich enough to explain that the preferred reading of (12) is one where the pushing caused the falling, but in (13) the preferred reading is one where the falling PRECEDED the pushing:

(12) Max had a horrible accident yesterday. He fell. John pushed him.
(13) John and Max were at the edge of the cliff. Max felt a sharp blow on the back of his neck. He fell. John pushed him. Max rolled over the edge of the cliff.

Changes in interpretation due to changes in context are captured through nonmonotonic inference. The discourse context effects encapsulated in (12) and (13) are examined in detail in Lascarides et al. (1992).

Finally, we consider only simple past tensed texts in this paper, and so it may seem that the rich source of natural language expressions available for encoding temporal relations has been marginalized. For instance, the temporal structure underlying (14) is the same as that of (4), but the interpretation of (15) is different from (2):

(14) Max fell. John had pushed him.
(15) Max turned round. John had hit him.

Similarly, the temporal structures underlying (16) and (6) are the same, but those underlying (17) and (5) are different.

(6) Max switched off the light. The room was pitch dark.
(16) Max switched off the light. The room was pitch dark thereafter.
We fail in this paper to offer a detailed account of why the pluperfect and adverbials like after have these discourse effects. In my favor, however, I would argue that one of the virtues of the theory is that semantic entailments, which are characterized by indefeasible inference, and pragmatic implicatures, which are characterized by defeasible inference, are both represented in this theory in a single framework. This provides a solid foundation on which to build representations of both the semantics and the pragmatics of not just the simple past, but a variety of temporal expressions. Details of the analysis of the pluperfect in a framework similar to the one presented here are provided in Lascarides and Asher (1991b). The semantics and pragmatics of the connective after form the focus of research currently being undertaken jointly with Jon Oberlander and Nicholas Asher.

3. The semantics of sentences

In line with Partee's suggested strategy for extending the DRT account of tense, there are two stages to constructing the logical form of text. The first stage assigns “free” temporal relations between the eventualities described in a text, and the second stage uses background knowledge to refine the logical form constructed so far. In our theory, constructing the DRSs that represent the semantics of the sentences in a text essentially corresponds to the first stage. No temporal relations between eventualities are imposed at this level, and the logical form of sentences is calculated using syntactic information alone, in line with traditional DRT. The second stage will involve calculating the value of the function $\langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle$, for various values of $\Delta$, $\alpha$, and $\beta$. As we've mentioned, this function will play the role of Partee's suggested discourse parameter, and the value of this function will be influenced by background knowledge. This is probably not the only way of pursuing Partee's suggestions; it's just one way.

We examine now the first stage of DRS construction. The sentences in (2) are represented by the DRSs $\alpha$ and $\beta$ respectively:


(\alpha) $[e_1][\text{turnround}(\text{max}, e_1), e_1 < \text{now}]$

(\beta) $[e_2][\text{hit}(\text{john}, \text{max}, e_2), e_2 < \text{now}]$

In words, $\alpha$ introduces a discourse entity $e_1$, where $e_1$ is the event of Max turning round that occurs earlier than the time of speech now (which for
simplicity’s sake is treated as a constant here). β is similar, save that \( e_2 \)
is John hitting Max.

The logical forms of the sentences in (4) will be exactly the same as \( \alpha \)
and \( \beta \) above, save that the predicates \textit{turnround} and \textit{hit} are replaced
with \textit{fall} and \textit{push}. This reflects the similar syntax of the sentences in (2) and
those in (4).

Contrary to Partee’s (1984) analysis of tense, the relation between \( e_1 \)
and \( e_2 \) is not encoded into the representation of the tenses. Indeed, there
are no reference times at all. Tense is still deictic, because the event is a
discourse entity and hence determined deictically. So it’s still possible to
explain why sentence (18) refers to a particular event occurring at a
particular time.

\begin{equation}
(18) \quad \text{I failed to turn off the stove.}
\end{equation}

Partee argues that reference times are essential for modeling the effect of
tense on the temporal structure in narrative discourse. I’ll show that
reference times aren’t needed to model this in the case of the simple past,
at least. Nor are they needed to model the role of the simple past in
nonnarrative text. In this paper, I leave open the issue of whether reference
times are needed to model any NL temporal expressions apart from the
simple past. But see Lascarides and Asher (1991b) for arguments that
one can abandon reference times even when one broadens the coverage
of data to include the pluperfect.

In traditional DRT, a reference time is introduced into the DRS for
each temporal expression featured in the NL sentence, including the tense.
In contrast, a corollary of our approach is that reference times are
introduced in logical form only if the natural language sentence features
a relational temporal adverbial, such as \textit{afterwards, two minutes later, the
week before}. Because of this, it should be possible for reference times to
capture generalizations between temporal and nontemporal adverbials;
in particular the common properties of relations invoked by temporal
and nontemporal adverbs will be reflected in the behavior of reference
times.

Partee’s representation of sentences differs from ours in at least two
further respects. First, she interprets the event term \( e \) as naming both the
culmination and the preparatory phase that leads to the culmination.
Lascarides (1988) shows that problems arise from this, which are solved
if \( e \) refers to the \textit{culmination alone}, and another term, say \( PR(e) \) where
\( PR \) is a function from terms to terms, refers to the preparatory phase
(this representation of preparatory phases is explored in Lascarides 1991).
So according to our interpretation, \( e \) is a punctual entity.

Second, and more significantly, the interpretations of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) must be
modal. For world knowledge and linguistic knowledge, which will interact with the semantic content of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ via the update function, will be represented in modal terms. All constants and discourse entities will be treated as RIGID DESIGNATORS, so as to avoid a lot of the traditional puzzles of identifying objects in different modal contexts (see Kripke 1972). Details of how the semantics is extended to a modal interpretation are given in section 5.

We will use $\text{hold}(e, t)$ to mean that $e$ holds at the point of time $t$. The way $e$ behaves with respect to $\text{hold}$ determines whether $e$ is an event or a state. In the case of an event $e$, $\text{hold}(e, t)$ entails that $e$'s culmination holds at the point of time $t$, and $e$ holds nowhere else in that modal context. That is, events hold on at most a unique point of time in any given modal context (although an event may hold at distinct times in different modal contexts). Because of this, events are best thought of as event tokens rather than event types. Events are tokens, for if they occur in a particular modal context at all, then they do so only once.

The formalism also reflects the intuition that, in contrast to the punctual structure of culminations, STATES occur over an extended period of time with no definite endpoints (see Moens and Steedman 1988). If $s$ is a state, then all the points $t$ for which $\text{hold}(s, t)$ is true relative to a particular modal context form either the empty set (in which case $s$ doesn’t hold in that modal context), or an open interval. Whether or not a clause describes an event or a state is thus determined by the semantic interaction between $e$ and $\text{hold}$, where $e$ is the discourse entity of the clause. Thus contrary to traditional DRT, aspectual classification is SEMANTICALLY determined. I’ll use the formula $\text{state}(e)$ and $\text{event}(e)$ to mean respective “$e$ is an event” and “$e$ is a state”.

4. Temporal relations and defeasible reasoning

We have so far given the representations of isolated sentences. These must be used to update the representation of text so far. So we now turn to the second stage in building the DRSs; calculating the update function $<\Delta, \alpha, \beta>$. We first concentrate on (2) and (4). What forms the basis for their distinct temporal structures? As I’ve mentioned, one possibility is that the difference in interpretation is derived from the difference in the relations that typically hold between the events being described. More specifically, Lascarides and Oberlander (1992) argue that the temporal coherence of text should be characterized in terms of the following definition of when events are connected:
• Event connection

Two events $e_1$ and $e_2$ are connected somehow if: $e_1$ causes $e_2$ or vice versa; or $e_1$ is part of the preparatory phase of $e_2$ or vice versa; or $e_1$ is part of the consequent phase of $e_2$ or vice versa; or $e_1$ and $e_2$ temporally overlap.

Using event connection above, one can state a piece of world knowledge (WK), gained from perception and experience, that relates falling and pushing.

• Causal law 4

If the events $e_1$ and $e_2$ are connected somehow where $e_1$ is $x$ falling and $e_2$ is $y$ pushing $x$, then unless there's information to the contrary, $e_2$ caused $e_1$.

There is no similar law for hitting and turning round; if there is a connection (but we don't know which connection) between hitting and turning round, then we are unable to conclude, even tentatively, exactly how the events are related.

The claim that our perception and experience of the world yield a causal law for falling and pushing but none for turning round and hitting is an empirical claim requiring justification, presumably from psychological experiments testing commonsense reasoning about causation. Such experiments are beyond the scope of this paper, however. For now, suffice to say that it is intuitively plausible that our knowledge about falling, pushing, turning round, and hitting is compatible with what I have stated.

The force of the phrase unless there's information to the contrary in causal law 4 means that this is a defeasible law. If it forms the basis for distinguishing between (2) and (4), then defeasible reasoning must underly discourse interpretation. In particular, the rules for DRS construction must be guided by defeasible reasoning.

We will shortly explore how causal law 4 could be used in building the representation of (4). But we first turn our attention to the interpretation of (2). Since there is no WK like causal law 4 that's available to guide (2)'s interpretation, how do we infer that it is iconic?

In addition to rules like causal law 4, the reader has defeasible LINGUISTIC knowledge (LK). If there is no temporal information at all gained from context, genre, WK, or syntactic markers (apart from the simple past tense, which is the only temporal "expression" we consider here), then the descriptive order of events provides the only vital clue as to their temporal order. In such cases, the descriptive order of events is typically assumed to match their temporal order. That is, if $e_1$ is described before $e_2$, then unless there's information to the contrary, $e_1$ holds at a point
of time $t_1$, $e_2$ holds at $t_2$, and $t_1 < t_2$. There are two motivations for this defeasible LK: the first concerns the order of perception of events, and the second concerns one of Grice's pragmatic maxims.

As regards the first, a plausible reason for proposing this LK is that it corresponds — for some text genres at least — to the Dowtian protagonist's "order of discovery" (see Dowty 1986). In such genres, a narrator typically describes events in the order in which the protagonist or narrator views them: this is predicted by the above LK. For states, which occur over extended periods, the protagonist may well not be aware of the state until after it has started to occur. In these situations, the narrator typically indicates the protagonist's inability to view the state at the point when it started by introducing it in the text only at the point where the protagonist perceives it. Text (5) is an example of this:

(5) Max opened the door. The room was pitch dark.

Note that the piece of defeasible LK we're proposing does not exclude the possibility that a state described after an event actually started to occur before the event did; it would merely describe the state as still holding sometime after the event occurred. But it must be emphasized that there are exceptions to this LK; (4) is one of them.

The second motivation is more general. As I've mentioned, it will sometimes be the case that the ONLY information available to an interpreter regarding temporal structure will be textual order. In such cases, the above LK will be the only thing available. In practice such cases may indeed be rare, since the interpreter will have information available about discourse structure (see Lascarides and Asher 1991a). In any case, this LK observes Grice's (1975) maxim of manner, in which it is suggested that text should be orderly. One way of interpreting this is that events should be described in the right order. In essence, the story about the above LK suggests that the theory should represent Grice's pragmatic maxims as defeasible rules. Such an approach to pragmatics has been suggested in, for instance, Joshi et al. (1984).

The above LK is about the temporal information conveyed by textual order. Textual order is reflected in $\langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle$ because this is defined only if the clause represented by $\alpha$ appears in the text before that represented by $\beta$. So we represent the above LK in terms of $\langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle$, as a default law:

- **Narration**

  If $\langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle$ is true, then unless there is information to the contrary, there are times $t_1$ and $t_2$ such that $me(\alpha)$ holds at $t_1$, $me(\beta)$ holds at $t_2$, and $t_1 < t_2$. 


In words, *narration* states that if $\Delta$ is to be updated with $\beta$ via a relation with $\alpha$'s eventuality, then $\alpha$'s eventuality holds at a time before $\beta$'s holds, unless there's information to the contrary.

*Narration* is crucially a rule that encodes reasoning about DRS construction. More generally, the theory proposed here reasons about the way the logical form of text is constructed directly in the language via default rules about the value of the function $\langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle$.

*Narration* is similar to Dowty's (1986) temporal discourse interpretation principle (TDIP), but there are two important differences. First, *narration* is expressed purely in terms of event times rather than reference times. And second, the applicability of *narration* is dependent on the reader's WK. Assuming that the reader has INDEFEASIBLE knowledge that poisoning precedes death, the temporal structure given in *narration* won't be inferred for (19) because there's information to the contrary.


Dowty's TDIP is expressed as a principle that is independent of WK, because he's not concerned with the difference in the natural interpretations of (2) and (19). Such differences should be captured in a general theory of text, however, and so *narration* will be formally defined so that its consequent isn't inferred for texts like (19).

Finally, as mentioned earlier, sentences featuring temporal connectives such as *afterward* would yield logical forms that contain reference times in this account. The relationships between event times encoded by *narration* and the relations between reference times encoded in logical form will interact in nontrivial ways. If the relation between reference times is incompatible with the temporal structure predicted by *narration*, then *narration*'s consequent won't hold since the logical form provides the appropriate information to the contrary. This would explain why the temporal structure for (20) is different from (2)'s: the relation between reference times encoded in the logical representation of *before* would conflict with the default conclusion provided in *narration* and so the default conclusion would not be inferred (details are given in Lascarides et al. n.d.):

(20) Before Max turned round, John hit him.

The default rules representing LK and WK that will play a role in constructing the DRSs must be represented in a logic that can model suitable patterns of defeasible inference. We will represent the above rules in *hierarchic autoepistemic logic* (or HAEL), as developed in Konolige (1988) and used in Appelt and Konolige (1988) to model speech acts.
I use HAEL because it is one of the default logics that support the intuitively compelling patterns of defeasible reasoning I use to build the DRSs.

5. A brief introduction to HAEL

HAEL (Konolige 1988) is a logic for defeasible reasoning that can model, among other things, the following two patterns of inference.

* Defeasible modus ponens
  for example, Birds typically fly, Tweety is a bird; so Tweety flies. But not: Birds typically fly, Tweety is a bird, Tweety doesn’t fly; so Tweety flies.

* The penguin principle
  Penguins are birds, Birds typically fly, Penguins typically don’t fly, Tweety is a penguin; so Tweety doesn’t fly.

This feature of HAEL will be exploited for constructing DRSs for NL text.

HAEL is derived from autoepistemic logic (Moore 1985). An autoepistemic logic is a first-order language augmented by a model operator $L$, where iteration of $L$ is precluded. $L$ is interpreted intuitively as self-belief. Its interpretation is defined with respect to a belief set $\Gamma$, where $\Gamma$ is the modal index:

- If $\nu$ is a first-order valuation, then
  $\langle \nu, \Gamma \rangle \models L\phi$ iff $\phi \in \Gamma$

An autoepistemic base set $A$ is a set of formulae and is intuitively a statement of the agent’s partial knowledge. A **stable expansion** of an autoepistemic base set $A$ is a set of formulas $T$ satisfying the following conditions:

1. $T$ contains all the sentences of the base theory $A$.
2. $T$ is closed under first-order consequence.
3. If $\phi \in T$, then $L\phi \in T$
4. If $\phi \notin T$, then $\neg L\phi \in T$

Default laws are represented as $L\phi \land \neg L \neg \psi \rightarrow \psi$. The base set $A$ defeasibly entails $\psi$ if $\psi$ holds in all the stable expansions of $A$. The above definition of stable expansions is sufficient to support defeasible modus ponens. More formally, if $A$ is the following (think of $B(x)$ as “$x$ is a bird” and $F(x)$ is “$x$ flies”):

\[(A) \quad \{LB(x) \land \neg L \neg F(x) \rightarrow F(x), B(t)\}\]
Then all stable expressions of $A$ contain $F(t)$. Konolige (1987) demonstrates certain equivalence results between autoepistemic logic and Reiter's (1980) default logic.

Hierarchic autoepistemic logic (HAEL) is an extension of autoepistemic logic motivated in part by the need to validate the "penguin principle." Autoepistemic logic lacks the facility to state preferences among various conflicting knowledge sources; HAEL introduces this facility. Certain expansions are preferred on the basis that the defaults used in them have a higher priority in some well-defined sense than the ones used in the alternative expansions.

In HAEL, the primary structure is not a single uniform theory, but a collection of subtheories linked in a hierarchy (the ordering in the hierarchy is represented by $<$). Subtheories represent different sources of information available to an agent, while the hierarchy expresses the way in which this information is combined. HAEL includes indexed modal operators $L_i$; intuitively $\exists^\tau \phi$ means that $\phi$ is in the subtheory $\tau$. And default laws are represented as $L_i \phi \land \neg L_j \neg \psi \rightarrow \psi$, where $\tau_j < \tau_i$.

Each subtheory $\tau_i$ is associated with a base set $A_i$. Within the base set $A_i$, the occurrence of $L_j$ is restricted by the following condition:

- If $L$ occurs positively (negatively) in $A_i$, then $\tau_j \leq \tau_i$ ($\tau_j < \tau_i$)

So $A_i$ cannot refer to subtheories that succeed $\tau_i$, and $\tau_i$ is forbidden from representing what it does NOT contain.

A complex stable expansion of a HAEL structure $\tau$ is a set of sets of sentences $T_i$ corresponding to the subtheories $\tau_i$ of $\tau$. It obeys the following conditions ($\phi$ is a sentence without a modal operator):

1. Each $T_i$ contains $A_i$
2. Each $T_i$ is closed under first-order consequence
3. If $\phi \in T_j$, and $\tau_j \leq \tau_i$, then $L_j \phi \in T_i$
4. If $\phi \in T_j$, and $\tau_j < \tau_i$, then $\neg L_j \phi \in T_i$
5. If $\phi \in T_j$, and $\tau_j < \tau_i$, then $\phi \in T_i$.

These conditions ensure that information present in the lowest subtheories of the hierarchy percolates to its top. More specific evidence, or preferred defaults, should therefore be placed lower in the hierarchy, so that their effects will block the action of more general defaults. We'll shortly give a simple example illustrating this point: the line of reasoning behind the "penguin principle."

But first note that unlike autoepistemic base sets, each HAEL base set will have a unique minimal, complex stable expansion (see Konolige 1988). So one can talk of "the" theory of a HAEL structure. And one
can identify a subtheory $\tau_i$ with the sentences in its complex stable expansion $T_i$.

Konolige (1988) shows how HAEL validates the penguin principle. One starts with a HAEL structure representing the appropriate premises and proves that Tweety doesn’t fly in the stable complex expansion. The following HAEL structure represents the premises, where $F(x)$ means $x$ flies, $B(x)$ means $x$ is a bird, and $P(x)$ means $x$ is a penguin:

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{(21)} & \quad \tau_0 \prec \tau_1 \prec \tau_2 \\
A_0 & = \{P(a), B(a)\} \\
A_1 & = \{L_1 P(a) \land \neg L_0 F(a) \rightarrow \neg F(a)\} \\
A_2 & = \{L_2 B(a) \land \neg L_1 \neg F(a) \rightarrow F(a)\}
\end{align*}
$$

Intuitively, the penguin law in $A_1$, the bird law in $A_2$, and $\tau_1 \prec \tau_2$ represent the fact that information about taxonomic subkinds takes precedence over that about kinds. Moreover, the facts are in $A_0$, where $\tau_0$ precedes $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$, and this reflects the idea that facts have precedence over defaults. One must prove that $\neg F(a)$ is in the complex stable expansion.

We now build the complex stable expansion of (21) using the conditions listed above. $\tau_0$ contains all logical consequences of $P(a), B(a), L_0 B(a)$, and $L_0 P(a)$. $\neg L_0 F(a)$ is not in $\tau_0$ but is in $\tau_1$, as is $L_0 P(a)$. So $\neg F(a)$ is in $\tau_1$. Hence $L_1 \neg F(a)$ is in $\tau_2$, so $F(a)$ cannot be derived in $\tau_2$. Instead, $\neg F(a)$ is in $\tau_2$ because it’s in $\tau_1$. So the complex stable expansion of (21) contains $\neg F(a)$, as required. In words, from knowing that $a$ is a penguin and a bird, penguins don’t fly and birds do, that $a$ doesn’t fly has been inferred.

The penguin principle reflects a constraint on the order defined by the hierarchy, that default information about subkinds must take precedence over kinds. A further constraint on the hierarchy is the following: a default law $L_i \phi_1 \land \neg L_i \neg \psi_1 \rightarrow \psi_1$ would take precedence over the default law $L_j \phi_2 \land \neg L_j \neg \psi_2 \rightarrow \psi_2$ if $\psi_1$ and $\psi_2$ cannot both hold in a consistent expansion, and $\phi_1$ logically entails $\phi_2$. In words, default laws with logically more specific antecedents take precedence over conflicting defaults with less specific antecedents. So in the above example the subtheories $\tau_i$ and $\tau_j$ must be ordered accordingly. This constraint on the hierarchy ensures that conflict between defeasible laws whose antecedents are logically related will be resolved. Conflict between default laws whose antecedents aren’t logically related will fail to be resolved, however. Thus the logic will supply a principled means for resolving conflict among knowledge sources.

HAEL supplies a constructive semantics for the modal operators $L_i$. The details of this are explored in Konolige (1988). It is relatively straight-
forward to augment this semantics with the interpretation of well-formed expressions in DRT. This involves augmenting the first-order valuations $v$ used in the semantic interpretations of ordinary HAEL with the embedding function $f$ used in DRT. $v|_{= f \phi}$ for formulae $\phi$ containing no modal operators has already been defined. It corresponds to the standard DRT truth definition.

The augmented HAEL semantics is then characterized as follows. First, we add the modal operators to the language:

- If $\phi$ is a WFF without a modal operator, then $L_i \phi$ is a WFF.

Now we define the truth conditions for these WFF. Let $\Gamma_1, \ldots, \Gamma_n, \ldots$ be sets of sentences, to be thought of as belief subsets. The interpretation of indexed operators $L_i$ is defined with respect to the sequence of belief subsets $\Gamma_1, \ldots, \Gamma_n, \ldots$, which Konolige calls a complex belief set. The complex belief set is essentially the modal index. The interpretation rules for HAEL valuations are then defined as follows, where $\phi$ is a sentence lacking a modal operator:

$$<v, r_1, \ldots, r_n, \ldots>| = \phi \quad \text{iff} \quad v| = f \phi$$

$$<v, \Gamma_1, \ldots, \Gamma_n, \ldots>| = f L_i \phi \quad \text{iff} \quad \phi \in \Gamma_i$$

Konolige shows that the validity associated with the semantics for $L_i$ bears the appropriate soundness and completeness relations with the construction of complex stable expansions.

6. Building the DRSs for extended texts

As we've mentioned, the rules for constructing DRSs of extended text are default rules about the value of the updating function $\langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle$. These rules reflect WK and LK, and they will be represented in HAEL.

For convenience, we assume as a notational convention in what follows that $\tau_i \leq \tau_j$ iff $i \leq j$. The representation of narration in HAEL is given below together with the definition of $pre(e_1, e_2)$. And as before, $me(\alpha)$ refers to the eventuality described in $\alpha$.

- **Definition of $pre(e_1, e_2)$**
  
  $pre(e_1, e_2) \leftrightarrow (\exists t_1, t_2)(hold(e_1, t_1) \land hold(e_2, t_2) \land t_1 < t_2)$

- **Narration**
  
  $L_i <\Delta, \alpha, \beta> \land L_{i-1} \neg pre(me(\alpha), me(\beta) \rightarrow pre(me(\alpha), me(\beta)))$

This rule will be applied to build the DRS representing text (2). Recall that the logical forms of the sentences in (2) are $\alpha$ and $\beta$: 
(a) \[e_1][\text{turnround}(\text{max}, e_1), e_1 < \text{now}]\]
(b) \[e_2][\text{hit}(\text{john}, \text{max}, e_2), e_2 < \text{now}]\]

To see how narration applies, we make some assumptions about the reader’s knowledge base (KB) when interpreting text. The KB is defined as a HAEL structure, and in words, the following holds:

- The logical forms \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) of the sentences of the text form part of \(A_0\).
- The reader assumes text is coherent: in other words one can update the text so far with the sentence currently being processed. So in this case \(<\alpha, \alpha, \beta>\) is in \(A_0\).
- WK and LK, such as causal law 4 and narration, are in the base sets representing the reader’s KB, subject to the constraints on the hierarchy described earlier.

So the reader’s KB when interpreting (2) in the “null” discourse context is \(KB_2\), where narration has the appropriate indices on the modal operators relative to \(A_1\) (that is, \(i\) in narration is 1):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(KB}_2\text{)} & \quad \tau_0 < \tau_1 \\
A_0 & = \{\alpha, \beta, <\alpha, \alpha, \beta>\} \\
A_1 & = \{\text{narration}\}
\end{align*}
\]

The natural interpretation of (2) is derived by calculating the complex stable expansion of \(KB_2\), using the logic HAEL.

Given the above conditions on complex stable expansions, the antecedent to narration is verified in \(\tau_1\), so by logical closure its consequent, \(\text{pre}(\text{me}(\alpha), \text{me}(\beta))\), is in \(\tau_1\). This is simply an instance of defeasible modus ponens. Furthermore, by the punctual nature of events \(\text{pre}(\text{me}(\alpha), \text{me}(\beta))\) entails \(\text{me}(\alpha) < \text{me}(\beta)\). So using HAEL, the required temporal precedence relation between the turning round and the hitting is inferred, producing the following logical form for (2):

\[
\begin{align*}
(2') & \quad [e_1, e_2][\text{turnround}(\text{max}, e_1), e_1 < \text{now}, \\
& \qquad \quad \text{hit}(\text{john}, \text{max}, e_2), e_2 < \text{now}, \\
& \qquad \quad e_1 < e_2]
\end{align*}
\]

That is, \((2')\) is the value of \(<\alpha, \alpha, \beta>\) with respect to the HAEL structure \(KB_2\).\(^\text{11}\) So the interpretation of (2) given the above reader’s KB is one where the turning round preceded the hitting, in agreement with (2)’s natural reading. It should be stressed, however, that if the reader’s KB had contained the knowledge that the hitting preceded the turning round, then the representation of (2) would be different: the antecedent to narration would not be verified in the subtheory \(\tau_1\) because the \(\neg L_0 \neg\) conjunct would be false. This blocks the inference to narration’s conse-
quent in \( \tau_1 \) and hence in the complex stable expression. With this new KB, the value for \( \langle \alpha, \alpha, \beta \rangle \) is different, and the logical form of (2) is (2") rather than (2').

\[
(2") \ [e_1, e_2][\text{turnround}(\text{max}, e_1), e_1 < \text{now},
    \text{hit}(\text{john}, \text{max}, e_2), e_2 < \text{now},
    e_2 < e_1]
\]

So the representation of text is sensitive to the reader’s knowledge of the context in which the text is uttered.

Now consider text (4).


The logical forms of the two sentences are respectively \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \):

\[
\begin{align*}
(\alpha) & \ [e_1][\text{fall}(\text{max}, e_1), e_1 < \text{now}] \\
(\beta) & \ [e_2][\text{push}(\text{john}, \text{max}, e_2), e_2 < \text{now}] 
\end{align*}
\]

I’ve suggested that causal law 4 will play a central part in calculating the DRS representing (4).

- **Causal law 4**
  
  If the events \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) are connected somehow where \( e_1 \) is \( x \) falling and \( e_2 \) is \( y \) pushing \( x \), then unless there’s information to the contrary, \( e_2 \) caused \( e_1 \).

For intuitively, it is the WK reflected in (4) that distinguishes it from (2). The consequent of causal law 4 cannot hold simultaneously with the consequent of \textit{narration} given that \textit{causes precede effects}:

- **Causes precede effects**
  
  \((\forall e_1, e_2)(\text{cause}(e_2, e_1) \rightarrow \neg e_1 < e_2)\)

We make the same assumptions about the reader’s KB for interpreting (4) as we made before but with the new \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \). As before, given these assumptions, the antecedent to \textit{narration}, except for perhaps the \( \neg L \neg \) conjunct, is verified when interpreting (4). We wish to infer the consequent of causal law 4, and so this law must be represented so that the logic ensures it “overrides” \textit{narration}. For otherwise, the inference pattern will be one where the consequent of \textit{narration} is inferred, contrary to intuitions. Given that causal law 4 is defeasible, there is only one way in which it can be made to override \textit{narration} in HAEL, and that is to make its antecedent more specific than that of \textit{narration} in the appropriate sense, so that causal law 4 takes precedence in the hierarchy.

The antecedent of \textit{narration} includes the conjunct \( \langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle \). So the antecedent of causal law 4 must entail \( \langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle \) in order to make it more
specific in the appropriate sense. Having the two laws logically related like this will ensure that resolving conflict between them is done in a systematic logical way. Moreover, causal law 4 must be represented in terms of $\langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle$, since in line with Partee's suggestion, we aim to use the causal knowledge it encapsulates to reason about how the logical form of text is updated. As it stands, however, causal law 4 is not stated in terms of updating DRSs. But by the definition of the temporal coherence of text given in Lascarides and Oberlander (1992), $\langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle$ can be defined only if $\alpha$'s event is connected somehow to $\beta$'s. In other words, if $r(e_1, e_2)$ means that the events $e_1$ and $e_2$ are connected somehow, we must have the following indefeasible law:

(22) $\langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle \rightarrow r(me(\alpha), me(\beta))$

(22) helps explain the awkwardness of texts like (23) (first cited in Moens 1987) in the context where no connection between the car breaking down and the sun setting is retrievable:

(23) ?Max's car broke down. The sun set.

(22) motivates restating causal law 4 in HAEL as follows:12

- **Causal law 4**
  
  \[ L_i(\langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle \land \text{fall}(x, me(\alpha)) \land push(y, x, me(\beta))) \land \neg L_{i-1} \neg \text{cause}(me(\beta), me(\alpha)) \rightarrow \text{cause}(me(\beta), me(\alpha)) \]

We have represented the causal law as a mixture of WK and LK; it states that given that sentence $\beta$ is to be added to the text $\Delta$ by relating $\beta$'s eventuality to $\alpha$'s, and given what $\alpha$ and $\beta$ describe, the reader believes that the event in $\beta$ caused that in $\alpha$, unless there is information to the contrary.

The above representation of causal law 4 and *causes precede effects* ensures that causal law 4's consequent conflicts with that of *narration*. Moreover, by the semantics of conjunction, causal law 4's antecedent except for the $\neg L_\neg$ conjunct entails that of *narration*, and thus the causal law has priority over *narration* in the hierarchy. So any statement of the reader's KB must place causal law 4 in $A_i$ and *narration* in $A_j$ where $i < j$. This is exactly the relation between default laws in the penguin principle. Given our assumptions, the reader's KB when interpreting text (4) is $KB_4$, where *narration* and the causal law have appropriate indices on the modal operators:

\[
\begin{align*}
(KB_4) & \quad \tau_0 < t_1 < t_2 \\
A_0 & = \{\alpha, \beta, \langle \alpha, \alpha, \beta \rangle, \text{causes precede effects}\} \\
A_1 & = \{\text{causal law 4}\} \\
A_2 & = \{\text{narration}\}
\end{align*}
\]
Note that *causes precede effects* is in $A_0$ because it is an INDEFEASIBLE law and so has precedence over ALL defeasible laws. The line of reasoning to produce the stable expansion from $KB_4$ is just like that used in the penguin principle example above. The antecedent to causal law 4 is verified in $A_1$ because $\alpha$ and $\beta$ respectively entail $fall(max, me(\alpha))$ and $push(john, max, me(\beta))$. So the consequent of the most specific defeasible law is inferred: $cause(me(\beta), me(\alpha))$. Thus the above reasoning about the value of $\langle \alpha, \alpha, \beta \rangle$ produces the following representation of (4):

\[
(4') \quad [e_1, e_2][fall(max, e_1), e_1 < now \backslash push(john, max, e_2), e_2 < now \backslash cause(e_2, e_1)]
\]

The interpretation of (3) is worked out in a very similar way to that of (4).

(3) The council built the bridge. The architect drew up the plans.

The interpretation exploits the following knowledge: if building the bridge and drawing the plans are connected, then unless there’s information to the contrary, the latter is part of the preparatory phase of the former. This knowledge is represented in a similar fashion to causal law 4. Just like causal law 4, it is more specific than *narration* and so by the penguin principle it overrides it in the interpretation of (3).

The construction of DRSs representing extended text is reader-specific and context-specific. Working out event relations crucially uses nonmonotonic inference from premises that represent the reader’s KB. The non-monotonic nature of the inference entails that as this KB is enriched with further LK and WK, or further knowledge about discourse context, some inferences about the event relations may be retracted and others added. Lascarides et al. (1992) show how the nonmonotonic construction of logical form yields a formal account of the difference between the non-iconic (4) IN VACUO, and the iconic (4) in the discourse context of (13).

(13) John and Max were at the edge of the cliff. Max felt a sharp blow on the back of his neck. He fell. John pushed him. Max rolled over the edge of the cliff.

In Partee (1984), semantic structure is built from syntax alone and is thus independent of the reader’s knowledge. I have extended her account in line with her suggestions, to enable the construction of temporal structure to be influenced by semantic content and the reader’s background knowledge, so as to distinguish the interpretation of texts (2) and (4), which have similar syntax. The crucial difference between (2) and (4) is not that (2) is always interpreted as a narrative whereas (4) is always interpreted
as a nonnarrative. Rather, in the absence of further information, (2) is interpreted as a narrative and (4) is interpreted as a nonnarrative.

7. How aspectual classification affects DRS construction

How can the distinct semantics of events and states yield distinct temporal structures in text, as demonstrated in (24) and (25)?

(24) Max arrived at the house. Mary stepped outside.
(25) Max arrived at the house. Mary was outside.

And how is the distinction between the temporal structures of (5) and (6) to be explained?

(5) Max opened the door. The room was pitch dark.
(6) Max switched off the light. The room was pitch dark.

In text (6), one assumes that the event causes the state: this is derived from a defeasible causal law as before. But in text (5), one assumes a different causal structure; entering a room does not typically cause darkness. And one also assumes the event and state overlap. So text (5) indicates that perhaps the following holds:

- States overlap
  
  Contrary to other information, one assumes that the state overlaps previously described eventualities.

Informally, according to the above states overlap, the event and state hold at a common time in (25) and (5) because there is no information to the contrary. In (6) on the other hand, a causal law conflicts with states overlap, given the indefeasible law causes precede effects.

There is intuitive motivation for states overlap: it is a realization of Grice’s maxim of relevance. The argument goes as follows: in order to construct a full picture of the situation described by NL text, one should know the relative occurrences of all the eventualities, including where they start and stop relative to each other. In the case of events, which are punctual, one can fully determine the start and stop through inferences that use rules like narration. But because states extend in time, knowing a point of time where the state holds, as provided in narration, is not sufficient for determining where it starts relative to other eventualities described in the text.

There are several linguistic mechanisms one can use to indicate where a state starts relative to the other eventualities. One could explicitly refer in the text to what caused the state, and so from the law that causes
precede effects one knows the relative place where the state starts. This is what's going on in (6). Alternatively, one can use temporal adverbials to indicate where a state starts. But these two mechanisms are not enough: what about determining where states start in texts that do not feature adverbials or causes? States overlap is another vital mechanism for determining where a state starts relative to other eventualities described in text. For it essentially asserts that if there is no "explicit" indication of where the state starts, in the form of mentioning causes or temporal adverbials for example, then the start of the state is assumed to be irrelevant; that is, the state started to hold before the situation that the text is concerned with occurred. Given the principle that the descriptive order of events typically reflects the order of their perception (compare the motivation for narration), this results in temporal overlap between a state and previously described eventualities. Thus states overlap can be viewed as a manifestation of Grice's maxim of relevance, for it asserts that unless there is indication in the text to the contrary, the point where a state starts is assumed to be irrelevant.

We represented Grice's maxim of orderliness as defeasible LK. Similarly, states overlap, which we claim is closely related to Grice's maxim of relevance, is defeasible LK. It is represented as follows:

- **States overlap**
  \[ L_i(\langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle \land state(me(\beta))) \land \neg L_{i-1} \neg overlap(me(\alpha), me(\beta)) \rightarrow overlap(me(\alpha), me(\beta)) \]

States overlap is added to the reader's KB. The predicates overlap and hold are related by the following nonlogical axiom, so that \( e_1 \) overlaps \( e_2 \) means that \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) hold at a common point of time:

- **Overlap and hold**
  \[ (\forall e_1, e_2)(overlap(e_1, e_2) \leftrightarrow (\exists t)(hold(e_1, t) \land hold(e_2, t))) \]

The antecedent of states overlap is more specific than that of narration, but the consequents don't conflict. Indeed, given the above definitions of overlap and pre, and the way events and states behave with respect to the predicate hold that we described earlier, the following law holds:

- **Overlap and pre**
  \[ (\forall e_1, e_2)(overlap(e_1, e_2) \land event(e_1) \land state(e_2) \rightarrow pre(e_1, e_2)) \]

So because the consequents don't conflict, states overlap can be added to the KB at the same level in the hierarchy as narration.

If \( me(\beta) \) is an event, then updating the text with \( \beta \) will not verify the antecedent of states overlap. So states overlap will play no part in determining where events start. Thus this new defeasible LK does not affect
the reader's beliefs about texts (1), (2), (3), or (4), as they describe events alone.

However, *states overlap* plays a central role in the reader's assessments of the temporal structures described by texts (25), (5), and (6).

(24) Max arrived at the house. Mary stepped outside.
(25) Max arrived at the house. Mary was outside.
(5) Max opened the door. The room was pitch dark.
(6) Max switched off the light. The room was pitch dark.

Let's look at the difference between (24) and (25) first. The logical forms of the sentences in (24) are respectively \( \alpha \) and \( \beta_1 \), and the logical forms of (25)'s sentences are \( \alpha \) and \( \beta_2 \).

\[
(\alpha) \quad [e_1, t_1][\text{arrive}(\text{max}, e_1), e_1 < \text{now}]
\]

\[
(\beta_1) \quad [e_2, t_2][\text{stepout}(\text{mary}, e_2), e_2 < \text{now}]
\]

\[
(\beta_2) \quad [e_2, t_2][\text{beout}(\text{mary}, e_2), e_2 < \text{now}]
\]

The truth conditions of \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \) are the same, save that \( e_2 \) in \( \beta_1 \) is the event of Mary stepping outside, and \( e_2 \) in \( \beta_2 \) is the state of Mary being outside. I assume \( \text{state}(\text{me}(\beta_2)) \) holds because of the temporal behavior of the predicate \( \text{beout} \). That is, if \( \text{beout}(x, e) \) is true, then \( e \) holds on a set of times that form an open interval, thus ensuring \( e \) is a state. Similarly, that \( \text{event}(\text{me}(\beta)) \) holds is determined by the temporal behavior of the predicate \( \text{stepout} \).

Despite the fact that the semantics of events and states are distinct in that events are punctual and states are not, \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \) on their own do not account for the distinct natural interpretations of (24) and (25). This is because no conditions are imposed on the temporal relation between \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) in the above.

But the reader's KB contains defeasible LK, namely *narration* and *states overlap*. Using HAEL, one infers from \( \text{KB}_{24} \) that the logical form of (24) is (24'), and one infers from \( \text{KB}_{25} \) that the logical form of (25) is (25').

(\( \text{KB}_{24} \)) \quad \tau_0 \prec \tau_1 < \tau_2

\[
A_0 = \{\langle \alpha, \alpha, \beta_1 \rangle, \alpha, \beta_1, \text{causes precede effects} \}
\]

\[
A_1 = \{\text{narration} \}
\]

\[
A_2 = \{\text{causal law 4} \}
\]

(24') \quad [e_1, e_2][\text{arrive}(\text{max, house, } e_1), e_1 < \text{now}]

\[
\text{stepout}(\text{mary, } e_2), e_2 < \text{now}
\]

\[
e_1 < e_2
\]

(\( \text{KB}_{25} \)) \quad \tau_0 \prec \tau_1 < \tau_2

\[
A_0 = \{\langle \alpha, \alpha, \beta_2 \rangle, \alpha, \beta_2, \text{causes precede effects} \}
\]

\[
A_1 = \{\text{narration} \}
\]

\[
A_2 = \{\text{causal law 4} \}
\]
(25') \([e_1, e_2][\text{arrive}(max, \text{house}, e_1), e_1 < now \\
\text{beout}(mary, e_2), e_2 < now \\
\text{overlap}(e_1 < e_2)]\)

The inference pattern in both cases is defeasible modus ponens.

Now for texts (5) and (6): the sentences in (5) are represented by \(\alpha_1\) and \(\beta\) and the sentences in (6) by \(\alpha_2\) and \(\beta\).

\((\alpha_1)\) \([e_1][\text{open}(max, \text{door}, e_1), e_1 < now]\)

\((\alpha_2)\) \([e_1][\text{switchoff}(max, \text{light}, e_1), e_1 < now]\)

\((\beta)\) \([e_2][\text{dark}(\text{room}, e_2), e_2 < now]\)

Causal law 6 represents the knowledge that if switching off the light and the room being dark are connected, then the switching off the light caused the darkness unless there's already information to the contrary.\(^{13}\)

- **Causal law 6**

\[L_i(\langle \Delta, \alpha, \beta \rangle) \land \text{switchoff}(\text{light}, \text{me}(\alpha)) \land \text{dark}(\text{room}, \text{me}(\beta))) \land \neg L_{i-1} \land cause(\text{me}(\alpha), \text{me}(\beta)) \rightarrow cause(\text{me}(\alpha), \text{me}(\beta))\]

This defeasible knowledge must be added to the KB. It is more specific than states overlap: by the stative classification of the predicate dark, dark\((x, e)\) entails state\((e)\). Moreover, the consequents of states overlap and causal law 6 conflict in the light of causes precede effects. So causal law 6 must be added to the hierarchy of defaults so that it has precedence over states overlap.

The relevant KB for text (5) verifies the antecedents of narration and states overlap. So similarly to (25), the following logical form of (5) is constructed as a result of the inferences in HAEL:

\((5')\) \([e_1, e_2][\text{open}(max, \text{door}, e_1), e_1 < now \\
\text{dark}(\text{room}, e_2), e_2 < now \\
\text{overlap}(e_1, e_2)]\)

On the other hand, the appropriate KB for text (6) verifies the antecedents to causal law 6 as well as states overlap and narration, save perhaps the \(\neg L \neg L\) conjuncts. So if the defeasible rules are ordered as described above, the penguin principle yields the following logical form for (6):

\((6')\) \([e_1, e_2][\text{switchoff}(max, \text{light}, e_1), e_1 < now \\
\text{dark}(\text{room}, e_2), e_2 < now \\
\text{cause}(e_1, e_2)]\)

It must be stressed that these representations are context-sensitive. Suppose that the reader has knowledge that Max opening the door CAUSED the room to be dark, so that the relevant KB contains
cause(me(α₁), me(β)) in the base set A₀. Then cause(me(α₁), me(β)) is in the stable expansion rather than overlap(me(α₁), me(β)). So the representation of (5) is different; we replace overlap in (5') with cause. Thus in essence, the reader’s interpretation of (5) is represented by (5') unless the context is one where the reader already knows something to the contrary.

8. Conclusion

In this paper the ordering question has been addressed: given a particular order in which eventualities are described, what are the constraints in interpretation on their temporal and causal relations in the world?

The logical framework developed was one where the sentences' truth conditions, defeasible WK, and defeasible LK all contribute to the construction of the representation of text. As a result, the theory solved many of the problems associated with the ordering question. This extends the approach deployed in current DRT theories on tense, which offer an account where temporal relations between eventualities are determined from syntactic structure alone. It also refines theories of discourse interpretation that exploit causal knowledge, such as those of Hobbs and Dahlgren, because the causal knowledge was put to work by a well-defined notion of logical entailment. Consequently, conflicts among the knowledge sources recruited during interpretation were resolved in a systematic way.

The constraints on the relation between the descriptive order of eventualities and their temporal order described in this paper are incomplete. The question of how temporal adverbials, quantifiers, and the pluperfect behave is not addressed here. Neither have the factors that contribute to discourse “popping” been explored. Lascarides and Asher (1991b) show that the strategy pursued here can be extended to provide an account of the pluperfect and can be used to give an account of when and how discourse popping occurs. Lascarides et al. (n.d.) explore the discourse roles of temporal adverbials and quantifiers.
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1. These texts were first cited in Moens (1987).
2. More recently, Hobbs et al. (1990) use weighted abduction in order to choose among conflicting knowledge sources. But the semantics of the weights remain undefined, and their values are calculated in an arbitrary way.
3. For the simple texts we consider here, conditions on the discourse entities are atomic conditions rather than (embedded) DRSs. Partee analyzes examples where embedded DRSs are needed to encode quantification over times, as in Whenever Mary rings, Max is asleep. But we won’t be concerned with such examples here. The account could be straightforwardly extended to deal with these examples.
4. An eventuality is the general term for an event or state, due to Bach (1986).
5. For simplicity, we’re treating \( r_1 < r_2 \lor r_2 < r_1 \) as an atomic condition on discourse entities. It holds for an embedding \( f \) of discourse entities into a model \( M \) if \( f(r_1) \) is earlier than \( f(r_2) \) in \( M \), or \( f(r_2) \) is earlier than \( f(r_1) \) in \( M \).
6. A similar view is proposed in Asher (i.p.).
7. For the sake of simplicity, nominal anaphora resolution has been ignored.
8. The number on the causal law corresponds to the number of the text it is relevant to. Note that causal law 4 does not say that pushings cause fallings; this would be far-fetched.
9. At any rate, it is important not to confuse default with frequency.
10. For the simple fragment considered in this paper, \( me(\alpha) \) is defined to be the (unique) eventuality discourse entity in the first set of \( \alpha \).
11. Recall that the value of \( <\Delta, \alpha, \beta> \) involves adding \( \beta \)'s discourse entities and conditions to \( \Delta \)'s and adding the relation between \( me(\alpha) \) and \( me(\beta) \) inferred in HAEL.
12. For simplicity, I have ignored quantifying over \( x \) and \( y \) since it’s not the focus of interest here.
13. For the sake of simplicity, the problem of inferring that the light is in the room is ignored.
14. The antecedent to states overlap isn’t verified in the KB because \( L_0 \neg overlap(me(\alpha), me(\beta)) \) will hold.
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